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Zensar’s Digital Foundation Services (DFS) to help enterprises navigate 
challenges of Enterprise 4.0 era  

 
Pune, February 19, 2020:  Zensar, a leading digital solutions and technology services company that 
specializes in partnering with organizations across industries on their digital transformation journey, 
announced the launch of Digital Foundation Services (DFS). In the era of “Enterprise 4.0”, businesses 
aspire to differentiate on customer experience, foster collaboration, scale instantly to pursue new 
opportunities and protect brand trust. However, the pace of advancements in technology makes it a 
challenge for teams to meet business aspirations. Zensar`s launch of DFS addresses this problem and 
empowers enterprises to innovate & thrive in enterprise 4.0 era.  DFS solutions are thoughtfully curated 
to accelerate transformation by managing and supporting digital outcomes. 
 
Digital success starts with a sound foundation built with digitally native DFS solutions focussed on digital 
experience, digital workplace, digital infrastructure, digital operations and digital skills. The global team 
of expert’s partner some of the leading brands across the aviation, healthcare and other sectors. 
 
Sandeep Kishore, Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director, Zensar said, “Enterprises of tomorrow 
which subscribe to the Enterprise 4.0 paradigm, are looking at partners like us who can give them a sound 
and robust digital foundation to bring about business growth and influence competitive advantage. Our 
strategic ‘Living AI’ approach drives our Digital Foundation Services framework to help our customers 
navigate the disruptive changes of today and tomorrow.” 
 
According to Jan Erik Aase, Director and Head of ISG Provider Lens™ research, “We have seen digital 
technologies disrupting multiple business processes. This can cause huge disruption with rapid changes in 
customer expectations and competition. Businesses need robust digital frameworks to ensure that they 
benefit from newer technologies as well as maintain agility across operations. Technology companies like 
Zensar are realizing this immediate need to build frameworks that can address these gaps, empowering 
enterprises to stay ahead of the dynamic market trends.” 
 
Commenting on this announcement, Harjott Atrii, Executive Vice-President and Global Head, Digital 
Foundation Services said, “In the Enterprise 4.0 era, the only way businesses can differentiate themselves 
is by re-imaging their value chain integrated with digital technologies like Automation, Artificial 
Intelligence and Cloud. Our Digital Foundation Services offers customers unparalleled advantage of 
proven expertise of positively influencing revenue and drive operational efficiencies through value-centric 
solutions.” 
 
Zensar’ s Digital Foundation Services framework in more detail as follows: 
 

• Zensar’ s Digital Experience management services offers full visibility into every customer’s 

journey across all digital touchpoints such as mobile or web and monitor the full stack to ensure 

every click, swap or tap is considered. The edge to core insights empowers enterprise to measure 

and improve experiences, faster 
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• Digital Workplace Services helps boost employee’s productivity with persona based connected 

and Intelligent Workplace solutions infused with AI, self-healing and BYOD to power-up 

productivity and collaboration within the enterprise 

• Digital Infrastructure helps creating a response with speed, agility and scale with proven cloud 

advisory & migration services across core, edge, network & security for building resilient & 

scalable software defined Infrastructure 

• Digital Operations helps break silos and improve efficiency proactively with Human Intelligence & 

Machine’s Intellect by infusing cognitive automation into operations. Evolve cybersecurity as per 

new regulations with 24x7 global operation centers 

• Digital Skills helps in future-proofing workforce with specialized and cross-skilled geo-local 

workforce supported by domain experts across the value chain 

 
Customers can look forward to some of the following advantages: 
 

• Improve your bottom line with superior user experience & full stack insights. 

• Drive Efficiencies & Reduce Capex with automated, reliable and proactive operations. 

• Improved agility to meet changes in business environment 

• Influence profits, Reputation and Market share  

• Transform workforce with digital skills development and modern workplace solutions. 

 
 
 
About Zensar (www.zensar.com) 
Zensar is a leading digital solutions and technology services company that specializes in partnering with 
global organizations across industries on their digital transformation journey. A technology partner of 
choice, backed by a strong track record of innovation; credible investment in digital solutions; and 
unwavering commitment to client success, Zensar’ s comprehensive range of digital and technology 
services and solutions enables its clients achieve new thresholds of business performance. Zensar, with 
its experience in delivering excellence and superior client satisfaction through myriad technology 
solutions, is uniquely positioned to help its clients surpass challenges they face running their existing 
business most efficiently, helping in their legacy transformation, and planning for business expansion and 
growth through innovative and digital ways. 
  
Follow Zensar via: 
Zensar Blog: http://www.zensar.com/blogs 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Zensar 
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/zensar-technologies 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Zensar 
  
About RPG Enterprises (www.rpggroup.com) 
RPG Enterprises, established in 1979, is one of India's fastest growing business groups with a turnover of 
Rs 23000 Cr. The group has diverse business interests in the areas of Infrastructure, Tyres, Pharma, IT and 
Specialty as well as in emerging innovation led technology businesses.  
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For any queries please feel free to reach out: 

 PR Contacts (Global) 

Aradhana Prabhu 
Public Relations 
Zensar Technologies 
+91-(20) 66057510 
aradhana.prabhu@zensar.com 
 

 
Safe Harbor 
  
Certain statements in this release concerning our future growth prospects are forward-looking statements which 
involve a number of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in such 
forward-looking statements. The risks and uncertainties relating to these statements include, but are not limited to, 
risks and uncertainties regarding fluctuations in earnings, our ability to manage growth, intense competition in IT 
services including those factors which may affect our cost advantage, wage increases in India, our ability to attract 
and retain highly skilled professionals, time and cost overruns on fixed price, fixed-time frame contracts, client 
concentration, restrictions on immigration, our ability to manage our international operations, reduced demand for 
technology in our key focus areas, disruptions in telecommunication networks, our ability to successfully complete 
and integrate potential acquisitions, liability for damages on our service contracts, withdrawal of governmental fiscal 
incentives, political instability, legal restrictions on raising capital or acquiring companies outside India, and 
unauthorized use of our intellectual property and general economic conditions affecting our industry. The Company 
does not undertake to update any forward-looking statement that may be made from time to time by or on behalf 
of the Company. 
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